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Ho' oponopono
Cleansing the Outer World by Cleansing our Past

Shamanic Power
Initiations Program

BEGINS FALL 2014

"I Love You"
"I am Sorry"
"Please Forgive Me"
"Thank-you"
"I Love You"
Now, more than ever before, we need to cleanse our inner
and outer worlds. Ho' oponopono is an excellent way to
cleanse the inner feelings that we project onto the world
from our past. It is a way to heal, restore, and re-balance
our relationship within and our relationships with others. It
is not an easy practice to take self-responsibility for all our
feelings, all our mirrors, all our judgements, and all the
projections that we perceive inside us. More importantly, it
is also a practice for when we feel others are judging us,

These 6 powerful weekends of
shamanic and spiritual discovery
over a year are experiential
encounters with the power of your
inner world, the spirit world
showing you the power of being in
the ‘now’.
Learn how to be guided by Spirit
into the light of your luminous
body.

disrespecting us, putting us down, discounting us, and so
on. It leads us to acknowledge that this is about us not
them and it is an opportunity for us to forgive ourselves for
this in order to return to a state of balance within. It is total
responsibility. In a way, the reflection of that person who
has 'wronged' us is a gift - although in the moment it never
feels like this! Once we forgive ourselves and them, the

– Discover your medicine helpers

energy is brought back into balance. We know it is
complete because the energy no longer shows up inside of

– Experience shamanic journeying
and travel to non-ordinary realities

us and it is no longer reflected to us from our outer world.

– Reconnect your spiritual power to
your personal power

If we can accept that we are the sum total of all past thoughts,
emotions, words, deeds and actions and that our present lives and

– Apply the shamanic healing
techniques and shamanic
pathways to transform your life and
the lives of others

choices are colored or shaded by this memory bank of the past, then
we begin to see how a process of correcting or setting aright can
change our lives, our families and our society.”
Morrnah Nalamaku Simeona

Open to Everyone – no prior
experience in Shamanism is
necessary!

Ho' oponopono means to make right and to balance the 3
selves, higher, middle and lower self.

The program begins Fall 2014 in
Toronto, Calgary, and Vancouver.

From a pure shamanistic perspective, ho' oponopono can

Calgary

be done in many ways in order to heal the 3 selves within
and within all relationships.
Ho' oponopono as a Practice

OPEN HOUSES
Dreaming Initiation
September 17, 2014
Medicine Reading Initiation
September 23, 2014 7:30PM

Vancouver
OPEN HOUSES
Medicine Reading Initiation
October 22, 2014 7:30PM

Ho' oponopono may be done in 3 ways. One way to clear
something within and another to clear something that is
being mirrored to us when inwardly we are triggered. The
third is a practice of Ho' oponopono used to clear issues
that are occurring in the world on a larger scale to bring
about healing and balance.
Clearing a Behavior or Issue Within
For example, let's say that you are aware that you do not
have self-trust. Bringing a lack of self-trust into a state of
love and recognition helps to release the places where you
have separated from inner trust.

Toronto
OPEN HOUSES

Below is an example. When possible put your hands on
your heart when doing inner Ho' oponopono work.
"I love you 'lack of inner trust'"

Medicine Reading Initiation
October 2, 2014 7:30PM

"I am sorry that I am afraid to look within for my answers"

FREE E-BOOK:

"I am sorry that I am afraid to get an inner answer and it
might be wrong"

The Medicine Wheel: A Sacred
Container for your Life
This beautiful E-book is now being
offered to you on the ISM website as a
free gift! It gives information on the
workings of the Sacred Medicine Wheel
and contains an exercise for re-balancing
your emotions, your body, your mind, and

"I am sorry that it is easier to get an answer from outside of
me rather than from within"
"I forgive myself and all the places and situations where I
have not trusted myself in this and all other lifetimes"
"I thank-you for bringing this to my awareness so I can
heal"
"I love you"

your spirit.

BODY POWER INTENSIVE
The Body Power Program
isa form of intense breath work that

While you may not love your 'lack of inner trust' it is a
pattern of behaviour you have done over and over again.
However, you are sacred and everything within you is
sacred including those patterns that need healing. Doing
this inner Ho' oponopono practice will heal your
relationship within.

allows progressive relaxation of your
habitual physical holding patterns. It

Clearing Issues with Another Person

This also allows you more flexibility in

When you have a conflict or negative feelings towards
someone else you can do Ho' oponopono to clear the
issue within so that issue clears on all 3 levels of self and
disappears in your relationship with that person. For
example you feel a friend did not keep something
confidential that you told them and now you feel you can't
trust them.

how you live, take on challenges and

"Mike I love you"

meet new and exciting opportunities.

" I am sorry that I put you in a position where you were

dramatically reduces and often
completely eliminates
the patterns that block your ability to be
physically fluid, responsive and energetic.

Body Power uses breathing techniques

unable to keep this confidential."

and nerve stimulation to open new

"I am sorry for all the times I have gossiped to others about
confidential things."

pathways of energy and power and offers
more pleasure, responsiveness, and
freedom in your physical body.

"I am sorry that I need to have secrets from others."
"I am sorry I could not speak directly to the person that I
had the issue with."

Participants work one-on-one with Gael
Carter, co-founder of the Institute of

" I forgive my inner self for all the places where I hold
things separate."

Shamanic Medicine. There are a total of

" I forgive myself for not being able to work it out on the
16 sessions and the cost of the Body

inside."

Power program is $1,760 (including tax).

"Please forgive me Mike, for putting you in this position."

Sessions may be booked one at a time or

"Please forgive me for blaming you"

in blocks. Email info@shamanicmedicine.

"I thank you for this insight."
ca for more info.

"Mike I love you."
SHAMANIC CONSULTATIONS
Gael Crystal Light Warrior is the cofounder of the Institute of Shamanic
Medicine. Throughout her 27 years
experience as a shamanic teacher and
worldwide speaker, she has developed

In the above example the re-balancing of the energy is
done within and with Mike so the energy balance is
restored within the relationship and within yourself. While it
may not be easy to do this type of Ho' oponopono it is one
of the greatest and kindest gifts that you can give yourself
and your relationships, a beautiful way to understand, "All
my Relations".
Clearing a World Issue

and facilitated numerous shamanic
programs. In addition to currently
teaching the Shamanic Coaching and
Training Program, she also offers
shamanic coaching sessions for
individuals and couples. If you need a

When clearing a world issue or a larger and on-going issue
that impacts many humans and that emotionally or
mentally triggers you, it may take a lot longer before you
can see and feel the re-balancing. But doing Ho'
oponopono as a practice for clearing a world issue allows
you to touch the world while clearing your own imbalances
within. It helps you to remember that when any behaviour
continues to harm or oppress others in the world it has

different perspective on your life, have life

something to do with us all and as we re-balance, that too
has something to do with us all.

challenges or need information or

For example, you see abuse harming children in the world.
knowledge to guide your journey you can

I love you children.

email
ISM at info@shamanicmedicine.ca.

BOOK OF LIFE READINGS
Book of Life Readings are done using the
Mayan Tarot deck. These oracles provide

"I am sorry for any time I have felt impatient or shorttempered with you."
"I am sorry for anytime that that I have allowed my own
busy-ness to distract me from your needs."
"I am sorry for the times when I have seen injustice against
a child and have said nothing and done nothing."
"I am sorry for turning a blind eye when I see a teenage

an optimum medium for you to get a

prostitute."

really comprehensive look at the coming

Please forgive me across all lifetimes for my lack of care.
Please forgive me for seeing my small problems as being
larger than your experience of pain.

year, what needs a little extra focus and
attention, where you are headed, and
how you can best get there. Book of Life

Thank you for helping me to see the places where I have
hardened my heart.

Readings can be done in person

Children, I love you.
whenever we are in Toronto, Calgary, or
Vancouver and also at the retreat centre
on Gabriola Island or via SKYPE.

Facebook
Website
Email
YouTube

Ho'oponopono Ceremony
Intent
The intent of this ceremony is to cleanse yourself of any
blaming, resenting, judging, and any other energies you
may project onto yourself, others, and the collective of
humans.
It is also to take responsibility for the impact of your own
thoughts, words and actions and to heal, re-balance, and
re-store your relationships with self and others.
Items Needed

●

A candle and candle holder
A quiet and private space that can be darkened
Smudge and a smudge bowl and a lighter
A music player that can play one song (see below)

●

on a continuous loop
The Ancestor Song of Forgiveness and Hope

●
●
●

beyond Time. (This is a healing song and a lineage
song of the Rainbow Bridge Ceremonial Society.
Please click here for The Ancestor Song, so you can
play it on a loop and listen to it as you do your
Ho’oponopono ceremony. It brings the energy of the
ancestors in to your forgiveness work.)

There are 3 parts to this ceremony. Set up your space so
that you can sit comfortably while gazing into the candle.
Smudge yourself and your ceremonial space, darken the
room, and light your candle.
Start playing the loop of the Ancestor Song of Forgiveness
and Hope beyond Time.
While gazing into the candle, call to the energies of the
ancestors who have loved you across all time to come and
help you with this Ho’oponopono.
Part 1 - Clearing behaviors and issues within.
Gazing into the flame of the candle begin your
Ho’oponopono ritual for clearing behaviors and issues
within. (Use the examples of Ho’oponopono above in this
newsletter, if needed, to assist you.)
Begin with speaking aloud the words “I love you
“________” (insert the issue you are cleansing here). And
then work through all the steps of "I Love You___" "I am
Sorry that I___" "Please Forgive Me for___" "Thank-you
for___" "I Love You___"

Take your time with this. The ritual of Ho’oponopono is
often a journey of discovery of what you have been doing
to yourself and others and of how you can re-balance
yourself and re-store these energies. Also remember to
use a voice of kindness or neutrality – not a voice of
harshness. It may help to put a hand over your heart as
you do this work. Forgiveness is not a harsh process but a
gentle one.
Do 2 or 3 clearing of issues within before moving on to Part
2.
Part 2 - Clearing issues with another person.
Gazing into the flame of the candle (and listening to the
Ancestor Song) begin your Ho’oponopono ritual for
clearing issues with another person. (Use the examples of
Ho’oponopono, if needed, to assist you.)
Begin with speaking aloud the words “I love you
“________” (insert the name of the person you are
cleansing with here). And then work through all the steps
of "I Love You___" "I am Sorry that I___" "Please Forgive
Me for___" "Thank-you for___" "I Love You___"
Again, remember to speak aloud using a voice of kindness
or neutrality and give yourself the time to discover what is
there that needs to be released and re-balanced.
You may do 2 or 3 Ho’oponopono rituals with the same
person or you may want to do it with 2 or 3 people instead.
When Complete, move on to Part 3.
Part 3 - Clearing a world issue.
Gazing into the flame of the candle (and listening to the
Ancestor Song) begin your Ho’oponopono ritual for
clearing a world issue. (Use the examples of
Ho’oponopono, if needed, to assist you.)

Begin with speaking aloud the words “I love you
“________” (insert the name of the issue you are clearing
here). And then work through all the steps of "I Love
You___" "I am Sorry that I___" "Please Forgive Me for___"
"Thank-you for___" "I Love You___".
Speak aloud using a voice of kindness or neutrality and
give yourself the time to discover what is there that needs
to be released and re-balanced.
Do 2 or 3 Ho’oponopono rituals with clearing a world issue.
When complete, thank the ancestors who helped and
supported you through this ceremony.
Then stop the song, blow out the candle, and restore your
ceremonial space to order and beauty.
We recommend that you consider picking up the practice
of Ho’oponopono as a regular practice in your life. Or if you
choose, you might use it from time to time, whenever you
feel a build-up of unresolved issues that need to be cleared.
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